Printed PVC Badges

Multi-Fit Badges
Re-Usable Badges

High quality print
for every day use
at a competitive
price

Making

Badges in
Australia
For more
than 40 y
ears

Patrice Badges
Print your own Names from a PC

Available in standard
and custom sizes with
the full range of fittings

and re-use time and time again
Your Logo can be Pre-Printed on the Badge
Available in Black, Brushed Silver and White with pin, clip or magnet fitting

Badge colours are White, Silver and Gold

Your Image is our Business

in one standard shape/size

This style is also available in a credit card size
of 86 mm x 55 mm .

Fittings

Card fits the standard clear ID pouch which
comes with it’s own fixing

Two styles of Magnet are available
Steel - Practical and economic
Black Plastic - A deluxe fitting

ID & Membership Badges

Quality
Name
Badges

Standard pins are available in
Coloured Lanyards
also available

Black or White
Clip Pins available
In White
Fixed or Rotating

Patrice Badges
3053 The Northern Road
LUDDENHAM, NSW 2745
Available in 0.5 mm thickness for Membership
and Loyalty cards and 1.5 mm for ID Cards
Choice of clear pouches, lanyards or Magnet
and Pin fixings.

Phone: (02) 4773 3211
Fax: (02) 4773 3011
Email: sales@patricebadges.com.au
Web: www.patricebadges.com.au

Sensible Prices
Sensible Quantities
Sensible Design Service

Telephone 1300 782 255

Engraved Badges

PatriTech Badges

The Patritech style of
badge is our most popular
choice of name badge.

The “traditional” Hospitality
Industry deluxe engraved
badge

It is functional and light
weight as well as being
resilient.

Logos are screen printed onto the badge, sizes are usually
customised to meet organisation needs.

The two most popular sizes
are 76 x 25 mm and
64 x 19 mm but a number
of other standard sizes are
available.

The badge is engraved and then 3D resin doming resin
applied to give that luxurious shiny lens look..

PearlTech Badges

To the best of our
knowledge the PearlTech
badge is exclusive to
Patrice Products
The badges are actually real
Photographs produced from our
unique process and printed on
proper photographic paper.
Although we can produce the
PearlTech badge in custom sizes we tend to focus on the
same popular sizes used in the PatriTech range so as to
maintain cost effective pricing.
All PearlTech badges are 3D Resin Domed to protect the
surface of the badge.

Alloy plates are digitally printed so providing for unlimited
colours and the full range of computer fonts.
The most popular plates used are Brushed Gold, Brushed
Silver and bright White but other colours can be made
available including polished stainless steel and light grey.

The Patritech badge is
also available in a
borderless format where
the backing is flush with
the edges of the badge.
The versatile engraved badge
Cut to size and finished to order providing a very cost
effective name badge and door or desk plate.
Badges are lightweight and available in a wide range of
foreground and background colours

Although the same range of sizes are available in the
borderless style with this format we can produce any custom
size to meet your requirements.
All styles of attachments, Pins, Clips and Magnets etc.., can
be used with the Patritech badge.

Full Metal Badges

As Patrice are also metal badge manufacturers we can
supply full metal name badges.
We have some standard sizes where we engrave the
names onto the badge and then either Gold or Silver plate
them, adding colour infill and 3D doming as required.
Badges can be produced with custom logos using one
of a variety of processes .
Brooch Pins and Tie Tacks are
the most popular means of
attachment but magnets and
Pin/Clips can be used.

